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ABSTRACT
An increasing part of microelectronic systems is implemented on the basis of predesigned and
preverified modules, so-called cores, which are reused in many instances. Core-providers
offer RISC-kernels, embedded memories, DSPs, and many other functions, and built-in self-test
is the appropriate method for testing complex systems composed of different cores.

In this paper, we overview BIST methods for different types of cores and present advanced
BIST solutions. Special emphasis is put on deterministic BIST methods as they do not require
any modifications of the core under test and help to protect intellectual property (IP).

1 INTRODUCTION

The recent technology developments allow embedding a large number of functional blocks into
single devices and packaging the devices in very dense multi-chip modules again. The driving
factors are improvements of the process technology allowing a multi-million gates fabrication
and the design technology based on the reuse of intellectual property (IP). Embedded cores
replace standard ICs from multiple sources and will be the predominant design style in the
near future.

Cores are predesigned, preverified complex functional blocks, which are currently available as
processor cores, DSP cores, memories, and as specific functions for cache controllers,
interfaces, multi-media or telecommunication applications, e.g. We may classify cores based
on the level of hardware description or based on the degree of integration. Soft cores are
described at behavioral level or register transfer level, firm cores are gate level netlists, and
hard cores are layouts. Based on integration we distinguish between mergeable cores which
are designed for integration with user defined logic (UDL), and non-mergeable cores designed
for interaction with the UDL. Mergeable cores come as soft or firm cores while non-mergeable
cores are typically hard or firm cores which remain as distinct entities sometimes in an
encrypted form.

The major advantages of the System-on-a-Chip (SoC) technique are a short time to market due
to the predesign, less cost due to reusability, a higher performance because of using optimized
algorithms and less hardware area caused by using optimized designs. But the SoC technique
also introduces new difficulties into the test process caused by the increased complexity of the
chip, the reduced accessibility of the cores and the higher heterogeneity of the modules.
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In the SoC test process, a core test strategy has to be determined first. We have to decouple
core level testing form system test, to define an adequate core test method, and to prepare the
cores for test. Then a SoC test strategy has to be selected where the test access for individual
cores is determined, tests for the user-defined function are prepared, and the tests are
integrated at system level. All these tasks are simplified if the cores and the entire system
support a built-in self-test strategy. Equipping the cores with BIST features is preferable if
the modules are not accessible externally, and it helps to protect intellectual property (IP) as
less test information about the core has to be given to the user.

In this paper, we describe how user defined control logic can be synthesized so that self-test
features are integrated automatically. For mergeable cores and hard cores equipped with a scan
path, deterministic BIST methods only require a scan design and can be kept apart from the
mission logic. Such a non-intrusive proceeding avoids timing penalties and a possible need for
a redesign. Hard cores without a known structure can be tested by a functional BIST approach
where the functional units are controlled in such a way that they generate precomputed
deterministic test sets.

In the next section we introduce the basics and the limits of classic BIST methods. Section 3
describes how BIST is introduced into mergeable cores and user defined logic. In section 4
deterministic BIST methods are discussed.

2 BASICS AND LIMITS OF CLASSIC BIST METHODS

A self-testable module requires to incorporate a test pattern generator (TPG), a test response
evaluator (TRE) and a BIST control unit (BCU). An appropriate design of the BCU allows a
hierarchic BIST strategy as shown in Figure 1.
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Figure 1: Hierarchic BIST

The most widespread BIST schemes for modules are the test-per-scan scheme and the test-
per-clock scheme. Test-per-scan schemes use a complete or partial scan path which is serially
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filled by the TPG (Figure 2) [1]. At a capture clock the content of the scan chain is applied to
the module under test (MUT), and the MUT response is loaded into the scan chain in parallel.
Then concurrently a new bit stream is shifted in, and the scan path output is compressed by
the TRE. The test process can be accelerated if multiple scan chains are used [2].

module under test
MUT

scan pathTPG  TRE

pattern
counter

bit
counter

BCU

shift/capture

CT

TEND

Figure 2: Test-per-scan scheme

The BIST control unit (BCU) must at least contain a bit counter for detecting, when the scan
chain is filled, and a pattern counter for finalizing the test. The test-per-scan scheme fits in
any commercial design flow which supports scan design, and can easily be extended to a
partial scan design and multiple scan paths. The BIST hardware is mainly kept apart from the
mission logic, and the performance degradation is not higher than the impact of a scan design
for external testing. The BIST control unit and the overall hardware overhead are smaller than
the overhead of a test-per-clock scheme. Drawbacks of the test-per-scan scheme are the long
test time for serial pattern generation, and the low detectability of transition faults which
require a two-pattern test.

A test-per-clock scheme uses special registers which work in four modes. In the system mode
they operate just as D-type flip-flops, in the pattern generation mode they perform
autonomous state transitions, and the states are the test patterns, in the response evaluation
mode the responses of the MUT are compressed, and in the shift mode the registers work as a
scan path. The first proposal of such a register was the Built-In Logic Block Observer
(BILBO) by Koenemann, Mucha and Zwiehoff [3].

In the pattern generation mode, the BILBO is configured as a linear feedback shift register
(LFSR). The original proposal did not distinguish between pattern generation and test
response evaluation mode. Later versions re-encoded the control lines, and it has been proven
advantageous to reserve one control line b0  for switching between the global mode and the

local mode. The global mode covers system mode and shift mode where all the registers
perform in the same way. In the local mode the registers may work differently, some generate
patterns and others evaluate responses (Figure 3).
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Figure 3: Control signals of a test register

The advantage of this control encoding is the fact that the BCU only needs to generate a single
b0  signal for all the registers, and only the b1 signals must be different since a test register

cannot do evaluation and pattern generation simultaneously. Hence, the test registers have to
be placed in such a way that there is no direct feedback loop of a register.

In general, it is not possible to partition the flip-flops into just two sets so that there are
always two corresponding test registers without self-loops. In consequence, the number of
test registers must be increased, and the BIST schedule is getting more complex. A test unit is
the minimum portion of a circuit which can be tested independently, and it consists of exactly
one test register Ra  for response evaluation, the circuitry under test observed by Ra  and all

the test registers Rj  which have to generate patterns for this circuitry (Figure 4) [4,5]. A test

unit is uniquely identified by the observing register Ra .
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Figure 4: RT-example and test units

Two test units can be processed in parallel if there is no conflict of resources, i.e. there is no
register generating patterns and evaluating responses simultaneously. Short test times require a
maximum parallelism which can be obtained by solving the minimum color problem of the test
incompatibility graph of which the nodes are test units and the edges denote a conflict between
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test units. For the test units of Figure 4 we need three different colors for the three sets {TR1,
TR2}, {TR3}, and {TR4, TR5, TR6}, and all test units with the same color may be tested in
parallel.

The objective of an efficient BIST scheduling is not only minimizing test time but also
minimizing the control effort. A test session is defined as a set of test units processed in
parallel, and a BIST schedule is a series of test sessions which is implemented by the BCU in
hardware [6,7]. The input of the BCU is at least a signal CT for starting BIST, and the
outputs are a signal TEND for indicating the end of test, a global test signal TEST for
controlling the b0  inputs of the test registers, and a bundle   

r
S  of local test signals b1.

Hardware is reduced by minimizing the number of signals   
r
S  which corresponds to coloring the

control incompatibility graph. Here, the nodes are test registers, and an edge denotes the fact
that one register generates patterns and the other evaluates responses during the same test
session. For the circuit of Figure 4, only three different control signals are required and the
complete BIST structure looks like Figure 5. The BCU has to contain a pattern counter, the
number of patterns for each test session, and the assignment for each session.
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Figure 5: BIST control lines and their assignment

A test-per-clock scheme leads to short test times as a new pattern is generated in each clock
cycle at least for a part of the circuit. A high speed test can be implemented at system
frequency without any clock delays for shifting, and two pattern tests may be generated by
appropriate test registers [8]. One drawback is that the test registers are larger than a scan
path combined with a serial pattern generator, and integrating test registers into the data path
has a stronger impact on system performance than integrating a scan path. In most cases, the
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BIST control of a test-per-clock scheme is more complex than the BIST control of a test-per-
scan scheme.

2.1 Pseudo-random pattern generators

Usually, test pattern generators and test response evaluators are implemented by feedback
shift registers (Figure 6).
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hj = 0   <=>  line open

a1 . . .  au

h1h0

x1 xk-1

Figure 6: Standard linear feedback shift register (SLFSR)

The behavior of a standard linear feedback register (SLFSR) is completely determined by the

feedback coefficients  h hk0 1, ,K -  which define a polynomial   h X X h Xk
k

k( ) := + +-
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has the characteristic polynomial CH X H X ID h X( ) : det( ) ( )= + ) = . The output sequence an
of the SLFSR must satisfies the recurrence equation

a a hk j j
j

k

n n= )- +
=

-

Â
0

1
.

The all-0-state cannot be part of such a random sequence which may have the maximum

period of 2 1k
- . For each k 3 1 there is a sequence with this maximum period, the

corresponding polynomials are called primitive and may be constructed algorithmically or
found in tables [9,10].

If the feedback polynomial is primitive, the output sequence ( )an n 30  has the some random

properties [11] and is called pseudo-random. Pseudo-random patterns work well for testing in
many cases but may also lead to reduced fault coverage due to linear dependencies. The
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sequence ( )an n 30  establishes a system of equations with variables   ( , , )x xk0 1K -  from the

initial state which may not be solvable. In the example of Figure 7 the fault s Y0 -  requires
a a a1 3 4 1= = = . This leads to the system of equations
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Figure 7: Testing an AND-gate

If M  is a set of  bit positions in the sequence ( )an n 30  generated by an LFSR of length k ,

then the system of equations determined by M  is linearly dependent with probability [12]:
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For example, selecting 20 bits from a 32-bit LFSR sequence leads to a probability of
P=0.000244 that these 20 bits are dependent and cannot be set randomly.

LFSRs may also be implemented in a modular way as shown in Figure 8. The XOR-gates are
distributed between the stages, the maximum delay is one XOR gate, and MLFSRs are faster
than SLFSRs. Moreover, we have an increased perturbation of the internal state sequence
which is useful for a test-per-clock scheme.
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Figure 8: Modular linear feedback register

Using the state transition matrices it can easily be proven that MLFSRs and SLFSRs have the
same input/output behavior and are equivalent . Hence, all results concerning SLFSRs hold for
MLFSRs, too. The decision on or against SLFSRs respectively MLFSRs for a test-per-scan
scheme has to consider the high speed of an MLFSR in comparison with the more regular
design style of the SLFSR. For a test-per-clock scheme the MLFSR has the additional
advantage of the higher perturbation of the patterns.

2.2 Test response evaluation

As pseudo-random test lengths are rather long, the MUT responses cannot be compared with
responses stored on chip but must be compressed into a single word by the TRE. In
consequence, some information will be lost so that certain faulty response sequences may not
be detected. This is called aliasing or fault masking.

The use of LFSRs for response compression as shown in Figure 9 is called signature analysis.
A bit stream E  is serially fed into the LFSR, the output stream  is not observed, and only the
state of the LFSR, called signature, is evaluated after the test.
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Figure 9: Signature analysis

The coefficients of the feedback function define the feedback polynomial

  g X g X g X gr
r

r
r( ) = + + +-

-
1

1
0K , and the input bit sequence defines both the input

polynomial   e X e X e X en
n

n
n( ) = + + +-

-
1

1
0K  and the output polynomial g X( ) =  q Xn

n
+

q Xn
n

-
-

1
1
  + K + q0 . The remainder polynomial   s X s X sr

r( ) = + +-1 0K  corresponds to the

final state of the MLFSR.

Easily 
e X
g X

q X s X
g X

( )
( )

( ) ( )
( )

= +  is shown, hence signature analysis by an MLFSR is just a

polynomial division, and the signature is the remainder. As MLFSRs and SLFSRs are
equivalent, SLFSRs do polynomial division as well, but here the signature consists of the first

coefficients ti  of the rational function t X s X
g X

( ) : ( )
( )

= .

Aliasing occurs if the faulty sequence and the correct sequence lead to the same signature. As

each signature   s sr-1 0, ,K  corresponds to 2n r-
 different response sequences, the correct

signature corresponds to 2 1n r-
-  different faulty response sequences. Under the simplifying

assumption that all faulty sequences have the same probability, the aliasing probability is

2 1
2 1

2
n r

n
r

-
--

-
ª . The formula is also true under more general conditions if the feedback

polynomial is primitive and the errors occur randomly [13]. The analysis also holds for
parallel signature analysis where multiple input sequences are fed into the LFSR [14].

A different compaction technique is ones counting, where the fault-free characteristic is the
number of ones in the output stream, and transition counting means counting the number of 0-
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1 and 1-0 transitions in the bit stream. Depending on the application, either ones counting,
transition counting or signature analysis is the best solution. In most cases, signature analysis
should be preferred, a comparison of the aliasing probabilities of these methods is found in
[15].

The classic methods for pattern generation, response evaluation and BIST control do not
apply to hard cores without scan path or without test registers. Even a hard core with scan
design cannot be tested this way if it contains random pattern resistant faults whereas for soft
cores and user defined logic there are modifications of the classic BIST solutions to be
discussed next.

3 INTRODUCING BIST INTO MERGEABLE CORES AND USER DEFINED LOGIC

Some part of the user defined logic may be provided in the form a gate level netlist. Test
methods which apply here may also be used for mergeable cores. Another part of the user
defined logic is usually devoted to the application specific control logic to be synthesized from
state transition tables or other behavioral descriptions. In both cases different BIST methods
have to be applied.

3.1 Introducing BIST into structural netlists

LFSR-based BIST fails if certain faults have a very low detection probability, and the
structural description of a soft core or a user defined logic at gate level or RT level can be
modified to increase random pattern testability.

Random Pattern Testability: The cost of pseudo-random pattern testing is the number of
patterns for which the circuit has to respond correctly in order to be correct with sufficient
probability. The necessary test length depends on the probabilities by which randomly
generated patterns detect the faults. Since the determination of fault detection probabilities is a
very complex problem, approximation methods are used.

In general, sequential circuits are not random testable and must be transformed to
combinational ones by integrating a scan path. For example, a stuck-at fault at the most

significant bit of a 6-bit counter with reset at D = 0  requires 2 325
=  times the input D = 1

Such a sequence has a probability as low as 2 32-
 and could not be generated randomly. Even

in combinational networks we have random pattern resistant faults.

For an n-input circuit the 1-controllability of an internal node k  is the probability

p k k
n( ) =

Number of patterns which set = 1
2

 to set k = 1 randomly, the 0-controllability

1- p k( )  is  the probability to set k = 0  randomly, and the fault detection probability of a fault
f  is the probability
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p T f
f n=

| ( ) |
2

to apply a test pattern from the complete test set T f( )  randomly. The observability of k  is
the probability of detecting a wrong value at k  and can be computed as p ps k s k0 1- -+ .

Let N  be the number of random patterns, and p f  the detection probability of fault f . Then

( )1- p f
N

 is the probability that none of the patterns detects f . The probability that f  is

detected at least once is called the confidence of test and computed by C p f
N: ( )= - -1 1 . For

a given confidence C  the inequation

N C
p

C
pff

3
-

-
ª

-
-

ln( )
ln( )

ln( )1
1

1

determines the required test length.

Let F  be a set of faults, all of them have the detection probability p . The test length N ,
required for detecting all faults, is (see [16])

N C F
p

3
- -ln( ) ln(| |)1

, and the expected fault coverage [17] is estimated by

1 1 1- -
Œ
Â| |

( )
F

p f
N

f F
.

Hence, the test length depends logarithmically on the circuit size and on ( )1-C , but depends

linearly on 
1
p f

 which is 2-n
 in the worst case. Obviously, some circuits and even logic

functions are inherently not random pattern testable and need modifications by test point
insertion [18, 19]. The test set for such a kind of circuit can be reduced considerably if
weighted random patterns (WRPT) are generated, which set a one to each input of the circuit
with a specific optimal probability [16-17,19-25].

Circular BIST

The synthesis of a test-per-clock scheme is implemented in the easiest way by a circular BIST
or a circular self-test path [26]. The scheme has only two modes, the system mode and the

test mode, where the flip-flops form the LFSR with feedback polynomial xn +1. Two
arbitrary flip-flops may be the scan-in and scan-out inputs (Figure 10). In the test mode, the
system performs signature analysis and pattern generation concurrently, and only a single
control line T is required for the basic cells of this scheme (Figure 11).
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For this scheme, automation is as easy as scan design, the hardware overhead is very low, and
no costs for BIST control are involved. Unfortunately, the scheme is not always applicable
due to low fault coverage. Reasons may be a low random pattern testability of the
combinational network., unreachable states, which are required as test patterns, or there may
be only short cycles.

Sometimes the problems are alleviated by reordering the flip-flops or by introducing additional

flip-flops into the circular path, or a more complex feedback polynomial than xn +1 is used. It
may even be necessary to introduce an LFSR as a serial pattern generator (Figure 12), and if all
these means do not help we have to look for a different BIST scheme.

LFSR

Figure 12: Adding an LFSR to a circular self-test path
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A BIST scheme based on multi-functional test registers is considerably more complex since we
have to cut self-loops of registers either by introducing a test register which is transparent in
system mode or by using so-called CBILBOs. The CBILBOs are test registers which are able
to perform signature analysis and pattern generation concurrently [27].

If a gate level netlist must be made self-testable, single flip-flops have to be clustered to test
registers. The clustering should not introduce new cycles at RT-level as indicated in Figure 13.

a1
a2
a3
a4
a5
a6

a1
a3
a5

a2
a4
a6

a) Set of flipflops b) Clustered into
one register

c) Clustered into
two test registers

a1

a2

a3

a4

a5

a6

Figure 13: Clustering may destroy the BIST capability

If the six flip-flops are clustered into a single test register, a self loop is created and an
expensive CBILBO or a transparent test register must be used (Figure 13 b), in Figure 13 c we
get an easily testable RT-structure. Objectives of an efficient test register clustering are not
only to introduce no new cycles but also a simple BIST scheduling and control [28].

3.2 Synthesis of self-testable control units

The classic techniques of FSM synthesis are described in [29], e. g., in a very comprehensive
form. Innovative methods are found in [30], and in the following we only compile the most
important approaches of current synthesis tools [31]. Figure 14 shows the structure of a
synchronous control unit with the binary input variables x xm0 1, ..., - , the output variables

z zr0 1, ..., -  and the state variables y yn0 1, ..., - .
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The control unit of Figure 14 defines an automaton or a finite state machine A S I O= ( , , , , )d l

by S In m: { , } , : { , }= =0 1 0 1  and O k: { , }= 0 1 . The combinational logic CLB implements the
state transition function d : I S S¥ Æ  and the output function l : I S O¥ Æ . A corresponding
gate level structure is synthesized by the following steps [30-32]:

1) Behavioral transformation: The automaton A  is mapped to an equivalent automaton ¢A , or
it is decomposed into an equivalent network of automata ¢Ai  by means of algebraic

structure theory.
 
2) State encoding: States, inputs and outputs of the automata ¢A  or ¢Ai , rsp., are mapped to

binary words. This gives us a description of the term ¢ = ¢ ¢A n m r({ , } , { , } , { , } , , )0 1 0 1 0 1 d l .
 
3) Logic synthesis: The uniquely defined Boolean functions ¢l  and ¢d  have to be

implemented by combinational logic using logic synthesis tools.

Very often, step 1) is skipped and the automaton A is encoded and synthesized directly. The
three steps are not independent, the behavioral transformations are performed in order to
support state encoding and logic synthesis. State encoding has to consider the logic synthesis
step and has to follow different heuristics if two-level or multi-level logic blocks are
synthesized, e.g. The result is a structure as shown in Figure 15 or a system of interacting
controllers of the same type.

Conventionally, the BIST is implemented in an extra „design-for-testability“ step after the
synthesis of the circuit. The first task to make this structure self-testable is implementing the
system register as test register. If the system register is also used as test pattern generator
(TPG), an additional signature register has to be implemented providing a circuit structure as
shown in Figure 15 b.
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Figure 15: Controller structure obtained by conventional synthesis procedures (a) and required modifications for BIST
(b).

The BIST implementation obtained by such a two-pass procedure has some serious
drawbacks:

1) The number of flip-flops must be doubled, and extra logic is required for the multi-
functional registers.

2) In system mode the signature register T must be transparent or bypassed using a
demultiplexer. This prolongs the critical path and may slow down the system speed of
the controller.

3) There are faults on the feedback lines from R to the inputs of C which are not detected
as these lines are not completely exercised during self-test.

To overcome these disadvantages, a number of target structures and synthesis procedures for
controllers has been developed taking into account the requirements of an efficient test-per-
clock BIST. A so-called „one-pass“ synthesis method may follow different strategies:

< The BIST functionality is described at the behavioral level, too, and the corresponding
BIST hardware is synthesized concurrently with the system hardware [33-35]. A simple
example is the emulation of a scan path, where each state is reachable within n  clock
cycles, and the encoding of this state is shifted in at an additional input [36].

 
< The BIST hardware is also used for realizing parts of the system functionality [33].
 
< The synthesis supports and avoids certain target structures. For example self-loops are

disadvantageous for a test-per-clock  scheme and should be avoided [37].

LFSR-based self-testable controllers: Figure 15 b) shows a self-testable structure, where
the direct feedback path from storage elements to storage elements via the combinational logic
is broken by doubling the number of flip-flops and adding an additional self-test register for
compacting the test responses. The state register itself is reconfigured as a pattern generator in
self-test mode. Another possibility would be to include the MISR (multiple input signature
register) in the feedback. These solutions are feasible if a small number of flip-flops has to be
duplicated, but for highly sequential circuits they may result in significant hardware
overheads.
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The state registers of Figure 15 b) are not only D-flip-flops, but they have also the additional
functionality of a pattern generator  or a signature register. The following simple example
shows how the ability of a linear feedback shift register (LFSR) to generate patterns can be
utilized for implementing the system logic. Figure 16 a shows a state diagram of an FSM to be

implemented. For test pattern generation the LFSR with the feedback polynomial 1 2
+ +x x  is

used. Its autonomous state transitions are shown in Figure 16 b. It is easily seen that the
LFSR function covers a part of the system function if the states are encoded properly. There
is no need to implement these state transitions in the system logic if it is possible to switch
the state register between D-flip-flop and LFSR mode in the synthesized circuit structure. To
be useful, of course, the savings from not having to implement these state transitions have to
be larger than the cost for the additional mode control signal.

a)   FSM behavior

A

C B

00/ 1

00/ 1
01/ 0

01/ 0
1-/ 1

1-/ 1

00/ 0
01/ 0

1-/ 1

A: 01

C: 11 B: 10

00/ 1

00/ 1
01/ 0

01/ 0
1-/ 1

1-/ 1

00/ 0
01/ 0

1-/ 1

c)  Appropriate encodingb)  Autonomous transitions
of 2-stage LFSR with
p(x) = 1+x+x2

01 00

0100

-- --

--

--

Figure 16: Example for utilizing the pattern generation capability of the state register

Pattern generators for self-testable designs cycle through a fixed sequence of states to
stimulate the circuit. This property can also be used in system mode if the encodings of the
present and the next state are consecutive elements in this cycle. Whenever the next state code
is produced by the pattern generation register, which has to be implemented for testing
purposes anyway, it is not necessary to generate it in the next state logic. Replacing the next
state entries with "don’t cares" for all such transitions, greatly increases the potential for logic
optimization of the combinational logic. Figure 17 illustrates a possible realization of this idea
[38]. An additional output signal „Mode“ determines, whether the state machine flip-flops
behave like ordinary D-flip-flops or function in pattern generation mode. In this mode the
state register generates the next state on its own and the next state signals asserted by the
combinational logic can be set to arbitrary values. Since in this structure pattern generation is
integrated into system mode, we refer to it as PAT.

state register /
pattern generator

Mode

TMode

MISR

CLB

Figure 17: BIST structure with integrated pattern generator (PAT)
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If a circular self-test path is a target of FSM synthesis, signatures are used as test patterns,
and a parallel self-test can be carried out. For complete fault coverage, all states should be
reachable in the BIST mode, too. In [39] it was already shown that a state transition graph
may not be strongly connected in the test mode even if it is in the system mode, and some
states may not be reachable any more. For improving fault coverage, they modify state
encoding. Main drawbacks of this approach are the additional edges introduced in the state
transition diagram and an encoding technique, which does not support logic synthesis, both
may lead to significant hardware overhead.

As an alternative, Agrawal, Blanton and Damiani synthesize a parallel self-testable FSM
without any MISR, and use the same type of register in system mode and in test mode [35].
During BIST, the machine runs through a state sequence autonomously, and the final state is
evaluated. They extend the functional specification in such a way that each state corresponds
to a successor input in the test mode, and a structure as shown in Figure 18 is generated.

state
transition

logic Re
gi

ste
r

input
logic

M
U
X

0

1
PI

system/
test mode

Figure 18: Self-testable control unit by [35]

The combinational blocks of the input logic and the state transition logic may be combined and
synthesized together. If logic synthesis does not introduce redundancies,  each state transition
must be exercise for generating a complete test. For minimizing the test length and simplifying
the implementation, the input logic block is chosen such that an Eulerian path is followed
where each edge is traversed exactly once.

In contrast to the solutions presented above, the structure of Figure 19 does not contain a
control signal for switching between test mode and system mode. Such a structure becomes
possible if the system functionality is implemented by using the MISR in its signature
analysis mode as a state register [33].
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. . . m(s)

signature register (MISR)

Figure 19: Parallel self-testable structure with integrated signature analysis (PST)

Let Hs  be the next state of a MISR in autonomous mode, m s( ) the feedback function of the
MISR, d ( , )i s  the next state function of the system logic and f i sy ( , )  the excitation function

of the state register. Because of the linearity of the operations involved, the necessary

excitation variable y  to produce a state transition from state s  to state s+
 can easily be

computed by d ( , ) ( , )i s f i s Hsy= +  and y f i s i s s Hsy= = = +
+( , ) ( , )d .

This is similar to T-flip-flops, where we have d = = = =( , ) ( , )i s y s f i sy . By implementing a

pertinent next state function f i sy ( , )  in the combinational logic, arbitrary circuits can be

implemented with MISRs as state registers, which makes it unnecessary to provide a special
system mode.

In many cases the circuit structure for a parallel self-test without disjoint system and test
modes has advantages with respect to area and testability. The reduced area is mainly due to
the elimination of the D-flip-flop mode. Besides signature analysis the only other mode
needed is a scan mode to initialize the flip-flops and to shift out the resulting signature.
Therefore the number of control signals and the area of the self-test register are decreased, and
at the same time a higher testability compared to other parallel self-test structures is obtained.

As there is no difference between system and test mode, all dynamic faults occurring in
system mode can be detected during self-test. The test length and the effort to produce
effective test patterns for the primary inputs may, however, increase. Hence, in this case, it is
especially useful to apply logic synthesis methods, which maximize random pattern
testability [40]. In summation there is no single self-test structure that is preferable in all
cases. If automatic synthesis procedures are available for all self-test structures, it is possible
to try alternative designs and then decide about the actual implementation of the circuit.
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4 BIST OF A HARD CORE

As hard cores cannot be modified for incorporating BIST, we have to modify the pattern
generator for improving the efficiency of the test sequences. Changing the seeds [41] or
computing optimal seeds [42-43] is helpful if test patterns are not evenly distributed in the
state sequence of the LFSR. Better results are obtained by changing the feedback polynomial
or using multiple polynomials as in this case linear dependencies can be reduced or even
exploited [44].

If the MUT contains random pattern resistant faults, more sophisticated methods have to be
used. Weighted random patterns may be applied to circuits, where uniform pseudo-random
testing would lead to an insufficient fault coverage. Weighted patterns are generated on the
chip by feeding n  independent random sequences into an n-input Boolean function. If a

function has k  minterms, the output sequence has probability 
k
n2

, and a 3-input AND gate

generates a sequence of probability 
1
8

, e.g.

4.1 Deterministic BIST

Recently, deterministic and mixed mode BIST schemes have attracted some attention. They
are fault model oriented and generate precomputed test sets on chips. They first generate
pseudo-random tests and add deterministic patterns, embed deterministic patterns or change
random patterns. So far, the best results for a parallel deterministic BIST scheme are obtained
by modifying the patterns generated by an LFSR [45,46-47]. A mapping a  transforms some
random patterns into test patterns as shown in Figure 20.

.  .  .

MUT

mapping a 

LFSR (k Bits)

feedback

.  .  .

Figure 20: Modified LFSR sequences

The efficiency of the basic structure of Figure 20 is caused by the fact that not all bits of
deterministic test patterns are specified. Usually, they contain a very large number of don't
care bits to be used for optimizations [48]. In the sequel we estimate the number of bits of a
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random pattern which have to be flipped in order to be compatible with an incompletely
specified deterministic pattern.

Assume a scan path with n  flip-flops and an LFSR generating the pseudo-random test set M
of cardinality m M: | |= . Let T  be a deterministic pattern with s  specified bits and n s-
unspecified bits. The probability that there is a pattern T Md Œ  which has a conflict with T  at

most at d  bit positions, d s£ , is estimated by

P m td n dª
2

, where t
s
id

n s

i

d
=

Ê
Ë
Á

ˆ
¯
˜

-

=
Â2

0
, while m td

n
) < 2 .

For m td
n

) 3 2  the probability is nearly 1. The term td  denotes the absolute number of

patterns which have a conflict with T  in no more than d  bit positions. The above-mentioned
formula can be transformed into

P m s
id s

i

d
ª

Ê
Ë
Á

ˆ
¯
˜

=
Â

2 0
,

and the expectation value of the number d  of bits to be flipped depends on m  and s :

E m s d P P
d

s

d d( , ) = ) -( )
=

-Â
1

1

Table 1 shows the expectation values for different random test sizes m  and numbers of
specified bits s .

m s=10 s=20 s=30 s=40 s=50 s=60 s=70
1,000 0.02 2.78 6.09 9.54 13.32 17.17 21.11

10,000 0.00 1.79 4.66 7.83 11.39 15.03 18.74
100,000 0.00 0.90 3.53 6.50 9.65 13.19 16.64

1,000,000 0.00 0.05 2.54 5.21 8.29 11.52 14.89

Table 1: Expected number E(m,s) of bits to be flipped

For example, for a pattern with s = 20  specified bits we can expect to find one out of 10,000
random patterns, which has to be flipped at only two ( ª 1 79. ) positions. In general, the
expected number of bits to be flipped in order to generate a precomputed test pattern is
significantly smaller than the number of bits specified in that pattern. This effect can also be
exploited for a test-per-scan scheme as shown in Figure 21 [49].
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.  .  .

scan path

.

.

.

.  .  .LFSR

bit-flipping function
BFF

Figure 21: General form of bit-flipping BIST

A bit-flipping function must change the LFSR at a few bit positions, depending on the actual
state of the LFSR. The bit-flipping function BFF has a very small off-set which corresponds
to the useful random patterns, a very small on-set corresponding to bits to be flipped, and a
very large don't care set. This results in a large potential for optimization which is exploited
systematically in [49]. Even better results are obtained if the bit-flipping function receives its
inputs not only by the LFSR states but also by the states of the BIST control unit BCU.

In [50-51] a mixed mode test-per-scan architecture has been presented which allows a very
efficient encoding of the deterministic test vectors by LFSRs. It has been shown that a test
pattern with s  specified bits can be encoded into an s  bit word with a very high probability
of success. The s  word is stored as a seed or a feedback function of a multiple-polynomial
LFSR as introduced in [50] (see Figure 22). The LFSR can operate corresponding to a limited
number of different feedback polynomials, and is used for both the generation of pseudo-
random patterns and the decompression of encoded deterministic patterns.

A deterministic pattern is encoded as a polynomial identifier (abbreviated as ``id'' in Figure 22)
and a seed for the respective polynomial. During test mode the pattern can be reproduced by
establishing the feedback links corresponding to the polynomial identifier, loading the seed
into the LFSR and performing m  autonomous transitions of the LFSR. After the m th
transition the scan chain contains the desired pattern which is applied to the CUT.

.

scan chain output data
evaluation

. . .

. . .

id seed

polynomial
selection

LFSR

CUT

feedback

Figure 22: BIST scheme based on multiple polynomial LFSR
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To calculate the encoding, systems of linear equations have to be solved. For a fixed feedback

polynomial h X X h Xk
j

j

j

k
( ) = +

=

-

Â
0

1
 of degree k  the LFSR produces an output sequence

( )ai i>0  satisfying the feedback equation a a hi i k j j
j

k
= - +

=

-

Â
0

1
 for all i k3 . The LFSR-sequence

is compatible with a desired test pattern   t t tm= ( , , )1 K  if for all specified bits a ti i=  holds.

Recursively applying the feedback equation provides a system of linear equations in the seed
variables   a ak0 1, ,K - . If no solution can be found for the given polynomial the next available

polynomial is tried, and in [50] it has been shown that already for 16 polynomials there is a
very high probability of success that a deterministic pattern with s  specified bits can be
encoded into an s -bit seed. The identifier for the required feedback polynomial can be omitted
if the seeds for specific polynomials are grouped together and a ``next-bit'' is used to indicate if
the feedback polynomial has to be changed.

Hence, for encoding a deterministic test set   T t tN= { , , }1 K  with a maximum number of

specified bits s s t t Tmax max{ ( ) | }= Œ  the seeds and the next bits require ( )maxs N+ )1   bits of

storage. If P  polynomials are used, additional s Pmax )  bits are needed for storing feedback

taps, so that the overall storage requirements are S T N P s N( ) : ( ) max= + +  bits. Minimizing

S T( )  requires minimizing both the maximal number of care-bits smax  and the number of

patterns N . An ATPG method for minimizing the storage effort is presented in [51].

4.2 Exploiting the core functions for BIST

As processor kernels and programmable units are integrated into the system on chip, they can
also be used for pattern generation and response evaluation. A way to program an embedded
processor so that it generates a mixed mode test is found in [44]. The processor emulates an
LFSR based pseudo-random test first, and after that it emulates the reseeding scheme
described above.

Even simple accumulator based structures can work in an autonomous mode for generating
patterns with some pseudo-random or pseudo-exhaustive properties (see Figure 23) or may
compress test data like an LFSR during signature analysis.
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Register r

Arithmetic or logic function

Register c

Figure 23: A typical accumulator structure used as test pattern generator. In each cycle the constant content of register c
is added to register r. The content of register r is a test pattern

The advantages of this approach are twofold: as a specialized BIST circuitry is not needed, the
hardware overhead is reduced to some modifications for implementing BIST control, and since
BIST circuitry within the data path is completely avoided, this BIST method will not affect
system performance.

The use of accumulator based structures for test response compaction leads to aliasing
probabilities which have the same magnitude as the aliasing probabilities of the LFSR-based
signature analysis [52].

Test pattern generation may be performed by using a variety of functional units in the
accumulator based structure of Figure 23. Investigations are known about the test properties
of patterns generated by simple adders [53], ones -and twos-complemented subtractors [54-
55] and more complex multipliers and MAC circuits [52]. All of them may generate pseudo-
exhaustive or pseudo-random patterns with a similar quality as LFSRs do and may reach a
comparable fault coverage. Recently, a method for accumulator based deterministic BIST has
been described in [56].

5 STANDARDIZATION

For several years building testable systems and boards has been supported by the IEEE 11149
standards which describe test means and interfaces of discrete chips on a board or an MCM.
These standards do not apply well to core based systems since now the core user is
responsible for manufacturing and testing the core. As the cores are delivered from multiple
sources, different test views and paradigms have to be merged into a single test strategy.
Current standardization efforts try to define how the internal design-for-test and BIST
structures of a core should be made available, how the core periphery should be made
accessible and how test and diagnosis of the complete systems should be supported. A
working group is elaborating a proposal IEEE P 1500 which will be voted in 1999.
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